Music Discovery  
*Pullen Memorial Baptist Church*

**Overview**
Preschoolers and young children in this group learn that music-making is an enjoyable and meaningful part of church life. With sensitivity to the needs of young children, Music Discovery provides a comfortable environment and age-appropriate activities to emphasize positive musical experiences rather than “performance.” Parents are always welcome to participate with their children.

**Leadership**
Director: Linda Garrett.
Child care workers and parents also participate and assist.

**Schedule & Location**
Music Discovery takes place on Wednesdays from 6:00-6:30PM in Room 122.

**Communication**
The *Music Ministry page* of the *Pullen website* (www.pullen.org) provides general information that can always be accessed.

The *Church Calendar* found on *Pullen’s website* (www.pullen.org) includes Music Ministry Group schedules and events.

*Music Ministry Notes* are sent via email with more specific information for Music Ministry Groups. Announcements and articles of interest are published in the *PullenNews, Pullen Update*, and *The Week Ahead*. 